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### 13. ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 Words)

Pericytes are critical for angiogenesis, new vessel formation within the body of a tumor, in prostate cancer. Investigations supported by DAMD17-03-1-0012 shows extensive contribution of activated pericytes to vascular sprouting in prostate cancer in transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate (TRAMP), PC-3 and LNCaP models. Same set of experiments also reveal a novel angiogenic vessel class lacking endothelium. This novel microvessel type is named as pericyte tube as seen in the paper (Angiogenesis 6:241-249, 2003). Examination of prostate tumor fragments (TRAMP) from NG2 wildtype mouse (donor) into the cornea of NG2 Icnockout host shows PDGF β-receptor positive pericytes which were invariably negative for NG2. The fact that PDGF β-receptor positive pericytes express NG2 in tumors grown in NG2 wildtype mice but not in tumors grown in NG2-null mice suggests that pericytes of the tumor vasculature derive from host rather than from any component of the donor tumor. Hydron pellets containing NG2 antibody is effective in reducing angiogenesis in LNCaP and PC-3 tumor established in the nude mouse cornea.
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PROGRESS REPORT- DAMD17-03-1-0012

This progress report outlines the outcome of the research September, 2003 through April 2004.

INTRODUCTION

Even though prostate cancer is the most common male cancer, optimal treatment for the disease has not yet been established. Anti-angiogenic therapy offers an attractive option for the treatment, since tumor progression depends on angiogenesis. Microvascular wall is composed of two cell types; endothelium and pericyte. The functional role of pericytes in angiogenesis and their potential as anti-angiogenic targets in prostate cancer have only recently drawn attention of investigators. Overall aim of our research supported by DAMD17-03-1-0012 is to establish pericyte and NG2 proteoglycan located on pericyte as novel anti-angiogenic target for treatment of prostate cancer. This overall aim is organized into 3 sub-divisions (tasks) for experimental testing: 1) Elucidate the pericyte/endothelial cell relationship to establish the availability of pericytes as vascular targets in prostate cancer 2) Demonstrate the feasibility of pericyte-based targeting by investigating the ability of NG2-neutralizing antibody to inhibit angiogenesis in LNCaP and PC-3 prostate cancers grown in nude mouse cornea. 3) Analysis of transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate (TRAMP) in terms of pericytes and NG2 proteoglycan.

PROGRESS OF THE RESEARCH IN 7 MONTHS IN THE LIGHT OF APPROVED STATEMENT OF WORK

Task 1. Mapping the pericyte/endothelial cell relationship in prostate tumors

A) Prostate cancer cell lines (LNCaP and PC-3) and were purchased from ATCC. Male nude mice (CRL Nu:Nu) were purchased from Charles River Laboratories. Subcutaneous LNCaP and PC-3 tumor xenografts were established to obtain tumor tissues for histological analysis. Same LNCaP and PC-3 tissues also provided a source for host tumor fragments used in Task 2 for establishing tumor transplants in nude mouse cornea. By doing so we were able to start Task 2-related experiments as well.

B) Vasculature in LNCaP and PC-3 tumor tissues along with TRAMP tissues on NG2 positive background (Task 3) were analyzed. Immunohistochemical analysis of pericyte/endothelial cell relations in the PC-3 and LNCaP tumors revealed the following findings which were subsequently published.¹

a) Pericytes formed tubes in the absence of endothelial cells in early stages of neovascularization. Microvessels formed by pericytes lacking endothelium were described by the principal investigator as a novel vessel sub-class in prostate cancer as pericycle tube. The frequency of this vessel sub-class, pericycle tube, appeared to be 1% among all microvessels

b) Extensive investment of endothelium by pericytes was observed and documented.
c) Formation of angiogenic sprouts by mitotic pericytes, which has uptaken BrdU, was observed and documented. The U.S. Department of Defense Prostate Cancer Research Program’s support was accordingly acknowledged in the Acknowledgement section of the publication in Angiogenesis Journal. An oral presentation, given by the principal investigator at American Heart Association Young Investigator Forum-2003 held in San Francisco, California on 9/26/03, also verbally-acknowledged the U.S. Department of Defense Prostate Cancer Research Program’s support in the end of the presentation by using a powerpoint slide.

Task 2. Anti-angiogenic effects of NG2 antibody on prostate cancer

A) Establishment of LNCaP and PC-3 prostate tumors in the cornea

550 hydron polymer pellets of 400x400x200 micron size were prepared. We grafted 8 mouse corneas with prostate tumors along with hydron polymer pellets containing either NG2 antibody or non-specific immunoglobulin as control. We observed a decrease in angiogenesis in prostate tumor xenografts with NG2 antibody treatment with intravital microscopy as well as postmortem static imaging of the cornea samples. In order to be able to obtain statistically significant difference we need to increase the sample size from 8 to approximately 40. In this respect we already made the purchase of 16 more nude mice (Crl:Nu/Nu) which will be delivered to us on May 11, 2004. The prostate tumor tissues which were already obtained from 8 eyes in Task 2A have already been blocked in O.C.T. compound for further immunohistochemical analysis as frozen sections in Task 2B.

B) Immunohistochemical analysis of anti-angiogenic effects of NG2-neutralizing antibody containing pellets. Corneal tissues obtained from Task 2A were cryosectioned but not immunostained yet. We will start immunohistochemical analysis with confocal microscopy after we finish cutting all 40 corneas that will have been obtained during May–July 2004 period.

Task 3. Analysis of the TRAMP model of prostate cancer

We obtained 3 breeding pairs of TRAMP (Transgenic Adenocarcinoma of Mouse Prostate) mouse from Mouse Models of Human Cancers Consortium (Frederick, Maryland) of National Cancer Institute on 11/18/03. We are in the process of increasing the number of mice in TRAMP mouse colony. Although we are in the beginning of Task 3-related experiments, we have obtained very promising data regarding the early contribution of pericytes to microvessel wall and origin of pericytes in TRAMP tumors. This data can be summarized as follows:

a) Pericytes formed tubes in the absence of endothelial cells in early stages of neovascularization in TRAMP tumors. Microvessels formed by pericytes lacking endothelium were described by the principal investigator as a novel vessel sub-class in prostate cancer as pericyte tube. The frequency of this vessel sub-class, pericyte tube, appeared to be 1%.

b) Extensive investment of endothelium by pericytes was observed and documented.
c) Immunohistochemical examination of TRAMP tumor fragments transplanted from an NG2-positive donor into the cornea of an NG2 knockout host revealed PDGF β-receptor-positive but NG2-negative pericytes associated with the corneal neovasculature. This observation suggests that pericytes of the transplanted tumor vasculature are derived from the host rather than from any component of the donor tumor.

**KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

- Our results arising from Task 1 and Task 3-related experiments suggest that pericytes contribute to angiogenic sprouting early in the development of vasculature of prostate tumors (LNCaP, PC-3 and TRAMP). Our results arising from ongoing Task 2-related experiments suggest that as early players in angiogenesis pericytes and NG2 proteoglycan represent an additional target for treatment of prostate cancer.
- Our results arising from prostate tumor fragment transplantation experiments suggest a host origin of pericytes in prostate cancer.
- We reported endothelium-free pericyte tubes as a novel species of angiogenic vessels by means of Task 1 and Task-3 related experiments.

**REPORTABLE OUTCOMES**

Key research accomplishments mentioned above, including the description of novel species of angiogenic vessels in prostate cancer have been published in *Angiogenesis* journal. The U.S. Department of Defense Prostate Cancer Research Program’s support was accordingly acknowledged in the Acknowledgement section of the publication in *Angiogenesis Journal*.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Research supported by DAMD17-03-1-0012 showed evidence of early role of pericytes in the angiogenesis of prostate cancer. Further experiments described in Task 2 and Task 3 will elucidate the functional role of NG2 proteoglycan in the formation of microvascular wall in prostate cancer.
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**APPENDIX**

A copy of the paper published in *Angiogenesis* journal based on the research supported by DAMD17-03-1-0012 is attached.

Abstract of an oral presentation given at American Heart Association Young Investigator’s Forum.
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Abstract

Immunostaining with endothelial and pericyte markers was used to evaluate the cellular composition of angiogenic sprouts in several types of tumors and in the developing retina. Confocal microscopy revealed that, in addition to conventional endothelial tubes heavily invested by pericytes, all tissues contained small populations of endothelium-free pericyte tubes in which nerve/glial antigen 2 (NG2) positive, platelet-derived growth factor beta (PDGF β) receptor-positive perivascular cells formed the lumen of the microvessel. Perfusion of tumor-bearing mice with FITC-dextran, followed by immunohistochemical staining of tumor vasculature, demonstrated direct apposition of pericytes to FITC-dextran in the lumen, confirming functional connection of the pericyte tube to the circulation. Transplantation of prostate and mammary tumor fragments into NG2-null mice led to the formation of tumor microvasculature that was invariably NG2-negative, demonstrating that pericytes associated with tumor microvessels are derived from the host rather than from the conversion of tumor cells to a pericyte phenotype. The existence of pericyte tubes reflects the early participation of pericytes in the process of angiogenic sprouting. The ability to study these precocious contributions of pericytes to neovascularization depends heavily on the use of NG2 and PDGF β-receptor as reliable early markers for activated pericytes.

Abbreviations: BrdU – bromodeoxyuridine; CD31 – PECAM-1; CD105 – endoglin; flk 1 – VEGF receptor-2; LNCaP – prostatic carcinoma cell line derived from a supraclavicular lymph node metastasis; NG2 – nerve/glial antigen 2; PBS – phosphate-buffered saline; PC-3 – prostatic carcinoma cell line derived from a bone metastasis of a patient; PDGF β-receptor – platelet-derived growth factor beta receptor; α-SMA – alpha isoform of smooth muscle actin; TRAMP – transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate

Introduction

Angiogenesis is essential for almost all aspects of normal development, as well as for many pathological processes, including tumor growth and metastasis [1, 2]. The walls of typical angiogenic microvessels are composed of two principal cell types: endothelial cells, which form the inner lining of the vascular tube, and pericytes (mural cells) which form an outer sheath around the endothelium [2–4]. While endothelial cells have been studied extensively, much less is known about the pericyte, a name (‘peri’ around and ‘cyto’ cell) that denotes the cell’s periendothelial location at the abluminal aspect of microvessels [5]. A recent search of the PUBMED database at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov reveals a 118-fold difference between the number of papers published on these two vascular cell types. Since the cellular processes underlying neovascular sprout formation remain incompletely understood [6, 7], increased attention to pericytes and their interaction with endothelial cells will be required not only to attain a better understanding of vascular biology, but also to realize the full potential of anti-angiogenic therapy in oncology. The relationship between endothelial cells and pericytes varies from tissue to tissue. As one example, the density of pericyte investment of the microvascular endothelium is quite high in the developing central nervous system, but very low in skeletal muscle [8, 9]. In tumor neovascularization this relationship may be even more variable. Underscoring the heterogeneity of tumor vasculature, as many as nine distinct angiogenic vessel classes have been described in neoplasms, based on both morphology and the cellular composition of the vessel
Table 1. The varieties and classification of blood vessels in the substance of neoplasm. (From Warren BA [10]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arteries and arterioles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Capillaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Capillary sprouts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sinusoidal vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Blood channels without endothelial lining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Giant capillaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Capillaries with fenestrated endothelium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Venules and veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Arterio-venous anastomoses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of these vessel classes (class 5) describes vascular walls in which the endothelium is discontinuous. Examples of class-5 vessels have recently become more numerous with the description of mosaic vessels [11, 12] and the phenomenon of vasculogenic mimicry [13–15].

These vessel types call to mind a recent suggestion from our studies that vascular pericytes can contribute to the heterogeneous nature of microvessels, even in non-tumor situations. In a model of corneal angiogenesis, we found endothelial cell-free segments of microvessels in which pericytes appeared to comprise the lumen of the microvascular tube [16]. In the current study we further analyze the ontogeny, morphology, and functional properties of pericyte tubes in normal retinal vasculature and in several types of tumors (melanoma, mammary, prostate, lung, glioma). This study expands our understanding of the contribution of pericytes to the process of angiogenic sprouting, demonstrating the early participation of these perivascular cells in microvascular tube formation.

Materials and methods

Tumors

Lewis lung carcinoma [17] and B16F1 melanoma [18] tumors resulted from subcutaneous injection of $5 \times 10^6$ cells into C57Bl/6 mice. Human prostatic carcinoma cell line derived from a bone metastasis of a patient (PC-3) prostate [19], prostatic carcinoma cell line derived from a supraclavicular lymph node (LNCaP) prostate [20] and U87MG glioma tumors [21] were grown subcutaneously in athymic (Cri nu:nu) mice. Mammary tumors were obtained from female MMTV/PyMT mice, which spontaneously develop neoplasms due to activation of the polyoma middle T oncogene (MT) under control of the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoter [22]. Prostate tumors were obtained from transgenic adenoma of prostate (TRAMP) mice [23].

Retinal vascular development

Vascular development in the retina progresses from the optic nerve head, extending peripherally along the inner retinal surface and finally invading the outer retinal layers. The laminar anatomy of the retina and the fact that vascularization largely occurs postnatally make this tissue a very useful model for the study of neovascular sprouting [24, 25]. Eyes were taken from postnatal days 2 and 7 (P2 and P7) C57Bl/6 mice following daily intraperitoneal bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma, St Louis, Missouri) injections (80 μg/g body weight) to allow subsequent identification of proliferating vascular cells. Eyes were sectioned in a plane oriented sagitally to the optic nerve, so that each section represented a slice of the entire eyeball and retina. Immunostaining was then used to identify the tips of the most peripheral blood vessels in the primary vascular plexus, marking the transition between the vascular and avascular retinal tissue.

Transplantation of transgenic prostate and breast tumors

Breast and prostate tumors, respectively, were dissected from sacrificed MMTV/PyMT and TRAMP mice, both of which have an nerve/glial antigen 2 (NG2)+/+ , C57Bl/6 genetic background. As described below, tumor fragments were transplanted into C57Bl/6, NG2-/-(NG2 knockout) mice [26] to determine whether the pericytes in tumor neovasculature are host or tumor-derived.

For mammary tumor transplantation, female NG2 knockout mice were anesthetized with Avertin, and an inverted Y-shaped incision was made through the abdominal skin [27]. The number-four mammary fat pads were exposed by a blunt dissection, and a small incision (1 mm) was made in each fat pad to accommodate 1 mm$^3$ PyMT tumor fragments. The incision was closed using metal clips, and the mice were followed for 3 months to allow tumors to grow to a size of 1 cm$^3$.

The cornea is a transparent, avascular tissue which enables real-time identification of new pathologic vessels that form as a result of implantation of tumor fragments [28]. NG2 knockout mice were anesthetized with Avertin, and tumor fragments (0.027 mm$^3$) from 8-month-old TRAMP mice were implanted into corneal stromal micropockets created using a modified von Graefe knife [29]. The mice were monitored by biomicroscopic examination for two weeks to follow the progress of tumor vascularization within the corneal stroma.

Immunohistochemistry and vascular imaging

Following fixation of all tissues in 4% paraformaldehyde, cryopreservation in 20% sucrose in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 4 °C, embedding in O.C.T. compound (Sakura Inc., Torrance, California), and snap-freezing, frozen histologic sections (40–80 μm) were cut using a Reichert cryostat (Reichert Inc., Buffalo, New York).

Endothelial cells have been shown to express different cell surface markers as a function of developmental age [30]. We therefore identified endothelial cells using a cocktail of antibodies against endoglin (CD105),...
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PECAM-1 (CD31), and VEGF receptor-2 (flk-1) (Pharmingen, San Diego, California), a strategy that has been previously utilized to maximize labeling of all vascular endothelial cells, both immature and mature [11]. Pericytes were identified by labeling with affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal antibodies prepared in our laboratory against the NG2 proteoglycan or the platelet-derived growth factor beta receptor (PDGF β-receptor) [9, 16]. Both NG2 and PDGF β-receptor are regarded as specific markers for pericytes [12, 31]. Proliferative pericyte and endothelial cell populations were identified immunohistochemically using anti-BrdU antibody (Fitzgerald Industries, Concord, Massachusetts) [32-34]. Briefly, frozen sections were digested with 0.005% pepsin (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri) in 0.01 HCl for 30 min at 37 °C followed by treatment with 4N HCl for 30 min at room temperature. Sections were then blocked by incubation in 5% goat serum in PBS for 30 min [35] prior to incubation with antibody.

Confocal microscopic imaging of combined endothelial (CD31 + CD105 + VEGF receptor-2, flk1) [11, 30] and pericyte markers (NG2 or PDGF β-receptor) was performed as described previously [9, 16, 36]. Briefly, optical sections were obtained from the specimens using the Bio-Rad MRC-1024MP confocal microscope. Serial optical sections (1 μm each) across the entire thickness (40-80 μm) of the histological specimens were overlaid (Z-stack) to provide reconstructions of entire vessels. This allowed unambiguous identification of the spatial relationship between pericytes and endothelial cells in the vessel wall. In order to estimate the frequency of vessels in any given tissue that contained endothelium-free segments (pericyte tubes), we performed systematic random sampling [37] to obtain 10 histologic sections for each tissue type to represent the corresponding histological specimens were overlaid (Z-stack) to provide reconstructions of entire vessels. This allowed unambiguous identification of the spatial relationship between pericytes and endothelial cells in the vessel wall. In order to estimate the frequency of vessels in any given tissue that contained endothelium-free segments (pericyte tubes), we performed systematic random sampling [37] to obtain 10 histologic sections for each tissue type to represent the corresponding histologic sections. Following immunohistochemistry, we counted the number of such endothelium-free segments (pericyte tubes) by microscopy, and divided the number of pericyte tubes by the total number of vessels in immunostained sections.

Fluorescein microangiography integrated with immunohistochemistry

To determine the functionality of pericyte tubes in a subcutaneous B16F1 melanoma, we performed fluorescein angiography using high molecular weight (two million daltons) dextran conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri). Since FITC-dextran remains completely within the vascular lumen without diffusion or decay [38], this procedure identifies only those vessels that are actively perfused by the circulation. FITC-dextran-perfused tissues were sectioned and immunostained for PDGF β-receptor or NG2 (red fluorochrome) to identify vessel walls in which pericytes interface directly with the intraluminal FITC-dextran.

Results

Pericyte tubes in early angiogenic sprouts

Examination of sections taken from spontaneous mammary tumors in female MMTV-PyMT mice reveals that a subpopulation of angiogenic tumor microvessels (1%) contain endothelium-free segments in which the vascular lumen is formed by a pericyte tube (Figures 1a-c). This phenomenon is remarkably similar to that observed in our corneal angiogenesis studies [16]. The Z-stack overlay demonstrates the absence of endothelial markers associated with the pericyte tube across the entire extent of the vessel in question (arrows and A in panel c). In the more typical vessels containing endothelial elements, we consistently noted extensive pericyte investment of the endothelium (panel c). Since it has been proposed that activated pericytes may be involved in creating/marking pathways for invading endothelial cells [4, 39], we wondered if pericyte tubes might represent an early developmental stage of microvessel development at which formation of the vascular endothelium is not complete. To test this possibility, we examined much younger (12 days old) tumors produced by subcutaneous xenografts of mouse Lewis lung carcinoma cells in C57Bl/6 mice. Sections of these tumors contain even more striking examples in which entire vessels appear to be composed of pericyte tubes (Figures 1d-f). As before, the Z-stack demonstrates that these tubes are devoid of endothelial markers across their entire width. Even younger tumors (7 days) produced by subcutaneous xenografts of human PC-3 prostate tumor cells into athymic male mice (Figures 1g-i) contain examples not only of endothelium-free pericyte tubes (arrows and A in panel i), but also large numbers of individual pericytes invading the tumor in the absence of endothelial cells. TRAMP, LNCaP, and U87MG glioma tumors were also examined and found to contain populations of pericyte tubes (data not shown).

To investigate the occurrence of pericyte tubes in normally developing microvasculature, we examined the mouse retina, in which a primary vascular plexus develops postnatally at the interface between the retina and vitreous. In addition to comparing endothelial and pericyte-specific markers, we also evaluated these samples for cell proliferation by immunohistochemical staining for BrdU incorporation. The sagittal orientation of the sections made it possible to identify the tips of angiogenic sprouts growing toward more peripheral regions of the retina (arrow in Figure 2a). We used Nomarski interference microscopy (as in Figure 2c) to help choose sections that appeared to contain intact sprout tips. Between postnatal days 2 and 7 it is clear that pericytes and endothelial cells are both present at the growing tip of the vascular sprout. Using confocal microscopy, we found examples of endothelium-free segments of growing sprouts that appeared to be formed by pericytes (Δ in panel b), demonstrating the occurrence of pericyte tubes in normal as well as pathological
Pericyte tubes are a component of tumor microvasculature. Frozen sections were taken from spontaneous MMTV-PyMT breast carcinoma (a–c), subcutaneous Lewis lung carcinoma (d–f), and subcutaneous PC-3 prostate tumor (g–i). Vascular endothelial elements (red) are identified by combined immunohistochemical staining for CD31, CD105, and flk-1. Pericytes (green) are identified by staining for NG2 proteoglycan. All panels are Z-stack confocal images. All three tumor types contain endothelium-free pericyte tubes, labeled by A in the merged images of panels c, f and i. The margins of complete pericyte tubes are indicated with arrows in c and i. In f the entire segment is a pure pericyte tube. Note the absence of endothelium (a, d, g and c, f, i) in regions that contain pericyte tubes (b, e, h). Scale bars indicate 10 μm.

**Figure 1.** Pericyte tubes are a component of tumor microvasculature. Frozen sections were taken from spontaneous MMTV-PyMT breast carcinoma (a–c), subcutaneous Lewis lung carcinoma (d–f), and subcutaneous PC-3 prostate tumor (g–i). Vascular endothelial elements (red) are identified by combined immunohistochemical staining for CD31, CD105, and flk-1. Pericytes (green) are identified by staining for NG2 proteoglycan. All panels are Z-stack confocal images. All three tumor types contain endothelium-free pericyte tubes, labeled by A in the merged images of panels c, f and i. The margins of complete pericyte tubes are indicated with arrows in c and i. In f the entire segment is a pure pericyte tube. Note the absence of endothelium (a, d, g and c, f, i) in regions that contain pericyte tubes (b, e, h). Scale bars indicate 10 μm.

The frequency of pericyte tubes in retinal microvasculature was similar to that seen in the various tumor models (1%). Strikingly, both endothelial cells (arrows) and pericytes (arrowheads) in growing retinal vessel tips have nuclei that are BrdU-positive. The pericyte nucleus characteristically fills almost the entire soma of the cell and bulges away from the lumen of the microvessel [8]. These factors explain why some pericyte nuclei in Figure 2b occupy an extreme peripheral position relative to the vessel. It is clear from the accompanying Nomarski image (Figure 2c) however, that these nuclei belong to pericytes that are closely associated with the microvessel. The presence of these BrdU-labeled nuclei is consistent with the nascent character of the vessel and shows that both cell populations are mitotically active at this stage. In microvessels such as these that contain both pericytes and endothelial cells, we always noted extensive investment of the endothelium by PDGF β-receptor-positive, NG2-positive pericytes. This is a general characteristic of microvessels in the central nervous system [3, 8, 31].

Pericyte tubes are perfused by the tumor circulation

Sections of a subcutaneous B16F1 melanoma tumor perfused with FITC-dextran were examined to evaluate whether pericyte tubes are a functional component of the circulation. In 1% of the angiogenic vessels in these specimens, we observed a direct interface (Figure 3c) between pericytes (Figure 3a) and luminal FITC-dextran (Figure 3b), indicative of patency of the pericyte tube. This phenomenon was seen using either PDGF β-receptor immunostaining (Figure 3) or NG2 immunostaining (not shown) to identify pericytes. Since FITC-dextran does not leak and diffuse from blood vessels, the only way for a pericyte tube to be filled with the dye is to be connected to the active circulation.

Pericytes in transplanted tumor microvessels are of host origin

Just as it has been suggested that tumor cells can display endothelial markers and contribute to forming the
Figure 2. Early pericyte association with angiogenic microvessels in newborn mouse retina. Frozen sections of P2 (a) and P7 (b and c) mouse retina were processed by immunohistochemistry to identify the vascular endothelium (combined CD31 + CD105 + flk-1, red), pericytes (NG2, green), and nuclei of mitotic cells (BrdU, purple, panel b). Z-stack confocal images show that vascular pericytes extensively invest the angiogenic sprouts at both ages. Arrow in panel a indicates the tip of the growing angiogenic sprout at the vascular/avascular junction in the P2 peripheral retina. At P7 (panels b and c) both pericytes (arrowheads) and endothelial cells (arrows) contain BrdU-positive nuclei. A marks an endothelium free, pericyte tube-containing region of the angiogenic sprout. Panel c is the Nomarski image of a single focal plane from the specimen shown in panel b. Scale bars indicate 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) (a) and 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) (b, c).

Figure 3. Functional (perfused) pericyte tube. In sections obtained from a subcutaneous B16F1 melanoma perfused with FITC-dextran, a pericyte tube immunostained (red) for PDGF \( \beta \)-receptor (a), is in direct contact with the vascular lumen filled with FITC-dextran (green) (b). In the merged image (c), arrowheads identify pericytes forming the vessel wall. Arrows indicate FITC-dextran in the lumen of the pericyte tube. The direct interface between these two labels precludes the presence of an intervening endothelial cell layer. Scale bar indicates 10 \( \mu \text{m} \).
lumen of tumor vessels, it is formally possible that our observations could be explained by the acquisition of pericyte markers (such as NG2 and PDGF β-receptor) by tumor cells at the vascular lumen. Arguing against this possibility, B16F1, PC3, Lewis lung carcinoma, LNCaP, and U87MG cells were all found to be negative for CD105, CD31, flk-1, NG2 and PDGF β-receptor expression both in vivo and in vitro. TRAMP and PyMT tumor cells were also negative for NG2 expression (Figures 4b, d and f). Still, this does not preclude the possibility that rare, specialized tumor cells at the vascular lumen might be induced to express NG2 by virtue of the novel environment. Tumor transplantation experiments were performed to address this possibility.

Analysis of breast tumor fragments transplanted from an NG2-positive (MMTV/PyMT) donor into the fat pads of an NG2 knockout host revealed PDGF β-receptor-positive pericytes associated with angiogenic sprouts invading the tumor from the periphery (Figure 4a). These pericytes were invariably NG2-negative (Figure 4b). Likewise, examination of prostate tumor fragments transplanted from an NG2-positive donor (TRAMP) into the cornea of an NG2 knockout host revealed PDGF β-receptor-positive pericytes (Figure 4c) associated with the corneal neovascularature. Once again, these pericytes were always negative for NG2 expression (Figure 4d). If the luminal NG2-positive cells we have observed in our experiments with NG2-wildtype mice were of tumor origin, we would also expect to find such cells in the tumor vasculature of NG2-null mice. The fact that PDGF β-receptor-positive luminal cells express NG2 in tumors grown in wildtype mice but not in tumors grown in NG2-null mice argues strongly that luminal pericytes of the tumor microvasculature are derived from the host rather than from any component of the donor tumor.

Discussion

Two of the observations presented in our study seem especially noteworthy. First, mitotically active pericytes are associated with angiogenic sprouts during the early phases of neovascularization in both pathologic (tumors) and normal (retinal) tissues. Second, pericytes alone can invade tissues in the absence of endothelial cells and can form functional, endothelium-free tubes that may be sub-classified as 'pericyte tubes' under the category of class-5 vessels.

These observations support the idea that activated, mitotic pericytes play an early role in the development of angiogenic sprouts and vessels. Coupled with our previous finding of pericytes associated with angiogenic sprouts in the embryonic central nervous system and in postnatal neovascularure formed in response to ischemia or growth factors [9, 16], these results emphasize the early participation of pericytes in both physiological and pathological angiogenesis. Activated pericytes are present as early as mitotic endothelial cells, and in some instances appear to take the lead in establishing not only pathways of invasion, but also the formation of actual tubes. These findings are not entirely consistent with data suggesting that pericytes have only a late role in angiogenesis [40–42], but instead provide support for reports concerning an early role for pericytes in the formation of angiogenic sprouts [4, 12, 31, 39, 43–47]. Our identification of perfused, endothelium-free pericyte tubes comprising up to 1% of the total number of microvessels in our various preparations may be a reflection of the kinetics of angiogenic development.

While pericytes may have a leading role in establishing pathways of invasion and formation of angiogenic tubes, endothelial cell participation cannot lag far behind, and may in fact occur almost simultaneously. Thus in most cases, especially in normal tissues, we observe pericytes and endothelial cells working in concert to form angiogenic microvessels composed of endothelial tubes extensively invested by pericytes. In this sense, pericyte tubes and pericyte-invested endothelial tubes do not represent distinct functional entities, but instead different developmental stages of the same process. In only a small number of instances do we catch a glimpse of pericyte tubes that are not yet fully lined by endothelial cells. It seems possible that sufficient disgregation could occur during tumor angiogenesis to render the early contributions of pericytes more easily detectable.

An alternative mechanism for the formation of pericyte tubes could be the loss of endothelial cells as part of the process of vascular regression/pruning and remodeling. We cannot definitively rule out this possibility. However, it seems the less likely of the two alternatives, based on the following observations. In the developing retina, neovascular remodeling is primarily seen in the central retina, rather than in peripheral areas of the retina that contain the newest angiogenic sprouts [48]. The examples shown in Figure 2 are taken from the peripheral retina at the outermost boundary between the vascular and avascular retina. The structures shown are therefore likely to be nascent sprouts rather than vessels undergoing remodeling. The presence of BrdU-positive endothelial cell nuclei further supports the idea that these are new sprouts rather than regressing vessels. In the tumor studies, it is more difficult to evaluate the ontogeny of vessels in the absence of the stereotypical tissue architecture found in the retina. On the basis of tumor age and the possible existence of hypoxic areas within the tumor, it seems possible that regressing vessels might contribute to the labeling pattern seen in the mature mammary tumors (Figures 1a–c). It seems much less likely that endothelial cell regression can explain the patterns seen in the small, nascent tumor xenografts examined only 12 (d–f) and 7 (g–i) days after tumor cell injection. Endothelial cells from regressing vascular segments usually do not disappear (for example via apoptosis), but instead are re-utilized for the formation of new vessels [49]. Thus, the observation of pericytes invading the seven-day-old PC-3 tumor and
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Figure 4. Host origin of pericytes in tumors. (a, b) Section from a PyMT breast tumor fragment transplanted to the fat pad of an NG2 knockout mouse is double-stained for PDGF β-receptor (a) and NG2 (b). Vascular pericytes invading the tumor are immunostained for PDGF β-receptor (a) but not for NG2 (b). (c, d) Section of a TRAMP prostate tumor fragment transplanted to the corneal stroma of an NG2 knockout mouse is double-stained for PDGF β-receptor (c) and NG2 (d). Neovascular pericytes are immunostained for PDGF β-receptor (c) but not for NG2 (d). Arrowheads indicate feeder vessels invading the cornea. (e, f) Section of PyMT breast tumor fragment transplanted to the fat pad of NG2 knockout mouse is double-stained for endothelial markers (CD105 + CD31 + flk1) (e) and NG2 (f). Angiogenic vessels exhibit immunostaining for endothelial markers (e) but not for NG2 (f). Tumor cells are not immunostained for either endothelial markers (e) or NG2 (f). Scale bars indicate 20 μm.

Forming tubes in the absence of endothelial cells is more suggestive of the formation of new microvessels than the regression of old ones.

Although pericytes are widely regarded to be the microvascular equivalent of smooth muscle cells, the origin, development, and function of these cells seem to be variable and complex [8, 50, 51]. Reliable identification of pericytes is important for understanding the role of these cells in angiogenic sprout formation and vascular heterogeneity. Our ability to detect the precocious contribution of pericytes to microvascular development depends heavily on the use of PDGF β-receptor and NG2 proteoglycan as markers for these activated mural cells at an early stage of their development [12, 31]. One of the traditional markers for pericyte identification has been the expression of alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA). However, a growing body of evidence suggests that α-SMA is a late marker for differentiated pericytes in rodents and therefore may be poorly expressed in developing angiogenic microvasculature [12, 31]. Since only a fraction of developing pericytes can be identified on the basis of α-SMA expression [4, 12, 52–55], the absence of immunoreactivity for α-SMA does not necessarily indicate the absence of pericytes. By comparison, NG2 is more widely expressed by pericytes, especially during early stages of development. Pericytes
expressing NG2 also express other pericyte markers such as PDGF \(\beta\)-receptor [9, 16, 36, 56–58] and aminopeptidase A [45]. Therefore, NG2 is an established, specific marker for identification of pericytes. It is expressed by pericytes in angiogenic microvasculature during pre- and postnatal development [9, 59], during tumor angiogenesis [43, 44, 60], in granulation tissue [43, 44, 58, 61], and in corneal and retinal angiogenesis models [16].

Our results more firmly establish endothelium-free pericyte tubes as a valid species of angiogenic vessel. Our tumor fragment transplantation experiments support previous results demonstrating a host origin for pericytes in tumor neovascularature [62]. Direct visualization of the invasion of host-derived, GFP-negative cells into GFP-positive tumors has provided additional evidence for the host origin of tumor vasculature [63]. Our combined fluorescein angiography–immunohistochemistry analysis of tumor vasculature is also of interest in this regard, since it provides an additional means of visualizing functional, newly formed pericyte tubes that have recently invaded the tumor.

In summary, our study provides evidence that pericytes contribute to the early phases of angiogenic sprout formation during both neoplastic and non-neoplastic neovascularization. The early participation of pericytes in microvascular development has important implications for therapeutic intervention in the many pathologies in which angiogenesis is a factor. As early players in angiogenesis, pericytes represent an additional target for treatments designed either to up-regulate (for example in ischemic disorders) or down-regulate (for example in cancer) vascularization. Recent studies suggest that dual targeting of pericytes and endothelial cells improves the efficacy of treatments aimed at the destruction of tumor masses [64, 65]. Clearly, the design of improved dual targeting strategies aimed at both pericytes and endothelial cells will depend on further understanding of the role of pericytes in neovascularization.
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Purpose: This study aims at establishing a role for pericytes in angiogenic sprouts and
microvascular tubes, elucidating the potential of pericytes as therapeutic targets.

Methods: Normal and pathological neovascularization were studied in the following
mouse models: normal neonatal retinal angiogenesis, bFGF-induced corneal
angiogenesis, and tumor angiogenesis (prostate, melanoma, lung, breast and glial
tumors). Using confocal microscope, 3D image reconstruction was utilized to identify
pericytes. Pericytes were recognized by expression of NG2, an established marker for
pericytes in normal and pathological angiogenesis (Ozerdem et al. Dev Dyn. 2001,
Ozerdem et al. Microvas.Res. 2002). Endothelial cells were identified by expression of
combined markers CD31, flk-1, CD105. Proliferating vascular cells were identified by in
vivo BrdU uptake assay. The anti-angiogenic efficacy of NG2-neutralizing antibody was
evaluated in the mouse corneal angiogenesis assay. Results: BrdU-positive pericytes
investing BrdU-positive endothelium were identified in nascent angiogenic sprouts.
Microvascular tube segments formed exclusively by pericytes lacking endothelium were
documented in all neovascularization models studied. The mean area of corneal
neovascularization was 0.14452 mm² in the NG2 antibody treated group compared to
0.3863 mm² in the control group (p=0.0039, n=20). Conclusions: Identification of
pericyte tubes lacking endothelium suggests a novel species of angiogenic microvessels
that can be categorized as "Pericyte Tubes" as a sub-class under Class 5. (Class 5:
Blood vessels without endothelial lining (Warren BA, 1979)). Mitotically-active pericytes
play an early role in the development of angiogenic sprouts and vessels. Activated
pericytes take the lead in establishing both pathways of invasion and the formation of
tubes during angiogenesis. As early players in angiogenesis, pericytes represent an
additional target for treatments designed to up-regulate or down-regulate
neovascularization.